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Tissue factor (TF), a transmembrane glycoprotein, is the cellular receptor of the
coagulation factors VII (FVII) and VIIa (FVIIa). The formation of TF–FVIIa complex
triggers the initiation of the blood coagulation pathway. TF plays an essential role in
haemostasis, but an aberrant expression of TF activity contributes to thrombotic
disorders. In health, TF pro-coagulant activity on cells is controlled tightly to allow
sufﬁcient coagulant activity to achieve haemostasis but not to cause thrombosis. It is
achieved largely by selective localization of TF in the body and encryption of TF at the
cell surface. A vast majority of TF on resting cells exists in an encrypted state with
minimal pro-coagulant activity but becomes pro-thrombotic following cell injury or
activation. At present, the mechanisms that are responsible for TF encryption and
activation (decryption) are not entirely clear, but recent studies provide important
mechanistic insights into these processes. To date, externalization of phosphatidylserine to the outer leaﬂet and thiol-disulphide exchange pathways that either turn on and
off the allosteric disulphide bond in TF are shown to play a major role in regulating TF
pro-coagulant activity on cell surfaces. Recent studies showed that sphingomyelin, a
major phospholipid in the outer leaﬂet of plasma membrane, plays a critical role in the
encryption of TF in resting cells. The present review provides an overview of recent
literature on the above-described mechanisms of TF encryption and decryption with a
particular emphasis on our recent ﬁndings.

Introduction
Tissue factor (TF), a transmembrane glycoprotein, functions
as a co-factor for coagulation factor FVII and FVIIa, and the
formation of TF–FVIIa complex triggers the coagulation
cascade by activating both FIX and FX through their limited
hydrolysis.1 In health, TF expression is limited primarily to
perivascular and epithelial cells.2,3 FVII and traces of FVIIa in
the circulating blood comes in contact with cell surface TF
upon vascular injury, which ensures haemostasis to limit
blood loss but not to cause intravascular coagulation. It is not
entirely clear whether low levels of TF is also present in the
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circulating blood, and if so, the activity status of the bloodborne TF. The available evidence indicates that there may be
traces of TF in blood at best,4,5 but the blood-borne TF is
either fully encrypted or inhibited by plasma inhibitors.6 The
infectious and inﬂammatory disease conditions induce TF
expression, either in circulating blood cells or vascular
endothelial cells, by activation of TF gene transcription.7
Induced expression of TF by monocytes in response to
infection is thought to be a part of the innate immune
response to limit the dissemination of pathogens by trapping
them inside clots.8 Expression of TF by monocytes in sepsis
leads to disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC),
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whereas TF expression in tumour endothelium and the
release of TFþ microvesicles (MVs) into circulation lead to
DIC and venous thromboembolism.9
Irrespective of the cellular source of TF and whether it is
induced or constitutively expressed, most of the TF expressed
on the surface of resting cells exists in an ‘encrypted’ state with
very little or no pro-coagulant activity (PCA).10–12 The
encrypted TF can bind to FVIIa, but the assembled TF–FVIIa
complex fails to activate FIX and FX.12,13 Activation or disruption of cells markedly enhances cell surface TF activity without
altering TF antigen levels at the cell surface (‘decryption’).10,12
Although we and others described the above phenomenon
more than 25 years ago,13–16 still it is not entirely clear how
decrypted TF differs from that of cryptic TF, and mechanisms
by which cryptic TF is transformed into active (pro-coagulant
or pro-thrombotic) TF. Several mechanisms have been proposed for TF decryption, and out of them, externalization of
phosphatidylserine (PS) to the outer leaﬂet of plasma membrane and oxidation of an allosteric disulphide bond of TF
appears to be two most plausible mechanisms of TF decryption.12,17–19 Several recent review articles discussed these and
other potential mechanisms in-depth.10,12,17–23 The focus of
this review is to update our current knowledge on TF decryption mechanisms that are believed to be the predominant
mechanisms and discuss a newly identiﬁed mechanism of TF
encryption and decryption that is regulated by sphingomyelin
(SM) and its metabolism. In the review, a reference to the
earlier publications in the literature on the subject is limited to
a few selective publications that are pertinent in discussing the
recent data.

Membrane Phospholipid-Dependent TF
Encryption and Decryption
PS-dependent TF decryption: It is well established from in
vitro studies that the expression of TF PCA requires TF
association with phospholipids,24,25 and the presence of
anionic phospholipids, such as PS, in the phospholipid mixture markedly increases TF PCA.1,14,26–29 A substantial
amount of PS (30% of total phospholipids) is required for
the optimal TF PCA in synthetic phospholipid vesicles.28
However, incorporation of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE)
or phospholipids other than those with a choline head group
in TF vesicles lowers the amount of PS required for optimal
proteolytic activation of FX by the TF–FVIIa complex.28,29 In
contrast, the presence of SM, which contains the choline
head group, was found to reduce TF PCA in relipidated TF
vesicles.28,30 These data suggest that the phospholipid composition of the cell membrane may also profoundly inﬂuence
TF PCA on cell surfaces.
Although it is well established that PS markedly enhances
TF PCA, the molecular mechanisms by which PS augments
the TF PCA are not fully understood. The binding of FVIIa and
FX to PS via the Gla (γ-carboxyglutamic acid) domain and the
spatial stabilization of the FVIIa catalytic site after its binding
to TF and PS are thought to contribute to the PS-mediated
enhancement of TF PCA.31,32 Recently, Ohkubo et al,33 based
on the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the TF
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ectodomain on the membrane surface, suggested that speciﬁc residues in TF ectodomain could directly interact with
PS head groups in the membrane. The interaction between TF
and PS is thought to contribute to the optimal presentation of
the TF exosite region to its protein substrates, FIX and FX,
through modulation of conformation-speciﬁc changes in
TF.33 In supporting this hypothesis, it was shown that
mutation of some of the TF residues predicted to interact
with PS, particularly mutation of amino acids in or near the
ﬂexible loop from Lys159 to Gly,164 decreased the PCA of TF
incorporated into PS/phosphatidylcholine (PC) liposomes.34
In a recent study, investigating the effect of various synthetic
PS stereoisomers on TF PCA and using MD simulations, Mallik
et al35 suggested that the chiral centres of PS play a critical
role in stabilizing the catalytic triad of FVIIa bound to TF by
interacting with TF and FVIIa Gla domain. At present, it is
unknown whether the direct interaction between phospholipids and TF ectodomain is limited to PS head groups or head
groups of other phospholipids could also directly interact
with TF and alter its conformation.
Phospholipids in the cell membrane are arranged asymmetrically with outer leaﬂet enriched with choline phospholipids, such as PC and SM, while the anionic phospholipid
PS and PE reside mostly in the inner leaﬂet.36 Three different
classes of enzymes are involved in maintaining the asymmetry of the membrane—ﬂippase, ﬂoppase and scramblase.37,38 Cellular responses elaborated in a variety of
diseases, such as infection, hypertension, atherosclerosis
and diabetes, alter the activity of these enzymes, often
resulting in the externalization of negatively charged PS to
the outer leaﬂet of cell surface membrane.39–41
Since most of the stimuli or cellular processes that disrupt
membrane asymmetry and increase the levels of PS in the
outer leaﬂet invariably increased cell-associated TF PCA by
many folds, it is widely accepted that the externalization of PS
following cell activation or injury is responsible for TF decryption.10,12 The observation that blockade of PS by annexin V
attenuated the increased TF PCA in most of the cases gave a
further credence to the above conclusion.12 At present, it is
unclear whether mechanisms that were postulated are
responsible for the PS-mediated increase in TF PCA in the
reconstituted system would also apply to PS-dependent
decryption of TF in cells. In the reconstituted system, the PSmediated increase in TF PCA comes mainly from the lowering
of Km of FX activation,42 suggesting that the substrate binding
to PS in TF vesicles plays a critical role in the enhanced TF–FVIIa
activation of FX. In contrast, the increased TF PCA of decrypted
TF in cell systems comes primarily from the increased Vmax and
not lowering the Km.43 In recent studies,44 we examined
whether the direct TF interaction with PS in the outer leaﬂet
plays a role in TF decryption as indicated from the studies of
molecular modelling33 and reconstitution of TF mutants.34 For
this, we generated a panel of plasmid and adenoviral constructs encoding TF mutants in which the putative PS interactive sites were mutated and expressed them in two different
cell types lacking endogenous TF expression or having a
minimal TF expression. Analysis of TF PCA in resting cells
and stimulated cells showed that select amino acid residues in
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TF ectodomain that are implicated in interacting directly with
PS contribute to the TF PCA at the cell surface. However, the
importance of the potential interaction between the putative
PS-interacting residues of TF and cell surface membrane lipids
appears to be less critical than what was observed in the
reconstituted system in supporting TF activity. More importantly, the PS-dependent decryption of TF in cells was not
attenuated completely even when all putative PS interactive
residues of TF were mutated. Overall, these data suggest that a
TF region, other than the recently identiﬁed lipid-binding
region, may contribute to enhanced TF PCA following PS
externalization in cells.44
The appearance of PS on cell surfaces is commonly associated with apoptosis. However, there is clear evidence for
regulated externalization of PS by non-apoptotic pathways in
viable cells.45 However, the mechanisms of PS externalization
in response to pathophysiologic stimuli in viable cells and how
it relates to TF decryption are not much known. Recently, we
found that 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE), one of the most
abundant reactive aldehydes generated from oxidation of ω6
fatty acids, which is believed to play a role in the pathogenesis
of atherosclerosis,46,47 induced TF decryption in monocytic
cells by externalizing PS via activation of the p38 mitogenactivated protein kinase (MAPK)-dependent signalling path-

way.48 A follow-up study revealed that HNE induces PS externalization via two distinctive independent pathways—reactive
oxygen species (ROS)-dependent and thioredoxin reductase
(TrxR)/thioredoxin (Trx) system-dependent.49 TrxR/Trxdependent pathway appears to modulate PS externalization
by a novel signalling pathway involving the activation of
apoptosis signal-regulating kinase 1, mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 3/6 and p38 MAPK, whereas ROS-dependent
externalization of PS was independent of p38 MAPK activation.
Externalization of PS by both the pathways contributed to TF
decryption in monocytic cells (►Fig. 1).49
In a recent study, Ebert et al50 showed that dysregulated
redox regulation in paraoxonase-2 (Pon2) deﬁciency causes
vascular inﬂammation and abnormalities in blood coagulation.
Isolated endothelial cells from Pon2/ mice displayed
increased TF activity in vitro without altering TF protein
expression levels. Annexin V binding studies showed increased
PS levels in the outer leaﬂet of the plasma membrane of
endothelial cells derived from Pon2/ mice relative to wildtype mice. Administration of anti-TF antibodies or antioxidant
N-acetylcysteine normalized the pro-coagulant state of PON2
deﬁciency. Bone marrow transplantation studies demonstrated that endothelial cells, not haematopoietic cells, were
responsible for the pro-thrombotic phenotype of Pon2/ mice.

Fig. 1 Externalization of phosphatidylserine to the outer leaﬂet in response to a perturbing cell stimulus contributes to tissue factor (TF)
decryption. Oxidative stress causes lipid peroxidation and produces reactive aldehydes, such as 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE). HNE induces
reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation and inactivates the thioredoxin reductase/thioredoxin (TrxR/Trx) system. Inactivation of TrxR/Trx
results in the activation of p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK). HNE-induced p38 MAPK activation and ROS generation could lead
independently to the inhibition of ﬂippase activity. Inhibition of the ﬂippase activity leads to the externalization of phosphatidylserine (PS). The
interaction between TF–factor VIIa (FVIIa) and the externalized PS transforms cryptic TF to active TF by altering the conformation of the TF–FVIIa
complex to a more favourable form of interacting with protein substrate factor X.
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Overall, these data suggest that increased oxidative stress in
Pon2/ mice leads to TF decryption in endothelial cells via PS
externalization. Earlier studies showed that PON2 translocates
to the plasma membrane in response to oxidative stress and
inhibits lipid peroxidation in the plasma membrane.51 Therefore, it is possible that PON2 may be suppressing TF activity in
endothelial cells by counteracting lipid peroxidation under
conditions of oxidative stress. As discussed earlier, lipid peroxidation products induce PS externalization and TF
decryption.48,49
Although PS externalization plays a critical role in cellular
TF activation, PS exposure alone may not be sufﬁcient to
activate TF optimally. Several studies showed that the extent
of TF activation is not strictly correlated with PS exposure.43,52–54 In many cases, even saturating concentrations
of annexin V or lactadherin that block PS failed to completely
neutralize enhanced TF PCA associated with TF activation.43,55–57 These data indicate the involvement of additional molecular mechanisms in TF activation.
SM-mediated TF encryption: The reason for the existence TF
in an encrypted state on cells could be due to lack of PS in the
outer leaﬂet of the plasma membrane in resting cells, or a
speciﬁc membrane phospholipid present in the outer leaﬂet of
resting cells exerts an inhibitory effect on TF PCA. In the outer
leaﬂet of the mammalian plasma membrane, SM contributes
up to 50% of the total phospholipids present on the cell
surface.58 A cursory comparison of various membrane lipids
on TF activity in a reconstituted system showed a lower TF
coagulant activity when TF was reconstituted in phospholipid
vesicles containing SM.28 Our recent studies conﬁrmed this
ﬁnding by showing that SM suppresses TF PCA without
affecting FVIIa binding to TF or the amidolytic activity of
assembled TF–FVIIa complexes.30 This suggested that SM in
the outer leaﬂet of the plasma membrane could be responsible
for TF encryption in resting cells. Consistent with this possibility, hydrolysis of SM by exogenous bacterial sphingomyelinase (b-SMase), which removes the choline head group from
SM, increased the cell surface TF PCA by many folds in
macrophages.30 These data indicate that SM plays a critical
role in maintaining an encrypted state of TF in resting cells and
the breakdown of SM in the membrane releases TF from its
encryption. It is important to note that SM hydrolysis-induced
TF decryption was independent of PS as SM hydrolysis by bSMase did not result in PS externalization.30
SM metabolism is altered in many thrombotic disease
settings, including atherosclerosis, diabetes, sepsis and
cancer.59–63 It raises the possibility that SM metabolism
may play a key role in TF encryption/decryption. Supporting
this possibility, we found that TF decryption induced by
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) activation of P27 receptor
(P27R) signalling pathway54 was the resultant of SM hydrolysis in the outer leaﬂet (►Fig. 2).30 Our studies30 and
others64 showed that ATP induces the translocation of
acid-SMase (ASM) from lysosomes to the outer leaﬂet that
would breakdown SM in the outer leaﬂet. The observation
that the knockdown of ASM with small interfering ribonucleic acid or inhibitors attenuate ATP-induced hydrolysis of
SM and TF decryption provides strong conﬁrmation that SM
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metabolism plays an important role in regulating TF encryption and decryption.30 At present, it is unclear how SM
suppresses TF PCA, and how the hydrolysis of SM leads to
increased TF activity. The tight interaction between SM and
cholesterol through hydrogen bonding was thought to be the
basis for raft formation.65 The membrane rafts are known to
play a critical role in facilitating protein–protein and protein–lipid interactions and inﬂuence many cellular functions.66 Ultrastructural localization of TF in a variety of cell
types showed that a fraction of TF in these cells is associated
with lipid rafts/caveolae.67–70 It has been suggested that lipid
raft/caveolae-associated TF represents the encrypted form,
which can be activated rapidly by disruption of these structures.67,71,72 It is conceivable that TF decryption induced by
SM hydrolysis may involve disruption of lipid rafts. It is also
possible that ceramide, generated from SM hydrolysis, could
bind cholesterol and form ceramide-rich platforms that alter
the membrane curvature and integrity.73,74 Based on recent
observations that TF ectodomain could directly interact with
PS and this interaction modulates TF–FVIIa conformation to
be more favourable to FX activation,34 one could envisage a
direct interaction between TF and SM, which would keep TF–
FVIIa conformation unfavourable to its interaction with its
protein substrates.

Role of Thiol-Disulphide Exchange Reactions
in Regulating TF Activation
Disulphide bonds play a critical role in the folding, stabilization
and maturation of extracellular domain of proteins, especially
the secretory and the membrane-bound proteins.75,76 TF is a
transmembrane protein that contains four cysteine residues in
its extracellular domain capable of forming two disulphide
bonds. The N-terminal domain contains cysteines at residues
49 and 57, while the other pairs, Cys residues at 186 and 209, are
at the membrane proximal region. Cys186-Cys209 bond has a
hallmark RHStaple conﬁguration, the characteristic of allosteric
disulphide bonding.56,77,78 Allosteric disulphide bonds are
dynamic and can be cleaved reductively by redox enzymes or
be engaged in thiol-disulphide exchanges that regulate the
function of the protein.78 Several studies in recent years
indicated that thiol/disulphide switch in the Cys186-Cys209 plays
a key role in TF encryption and decryption18–20 (►Fig. 3A).
Chen et al were the ﬁrst to show that TF expressed on cell
surfaces contained free thiols and cellular activation with
ionomycin or HgCl2 depleted free thiols in TF.56 Thiol alkylators, such as N-ethylmaleimide that can block unpaired
cysteine residues to form disulphide bond, inhibited the
ability of ionomycin and HgCl2 to increase TF activity.56
Ionomycin and HgCl2 treatments also resulted in a greater
proportion of HL60 cells binding to V1C7 TF monoclonal
antibody (mAb) that recognizes an epitope within residues
181–214 of TF.56 These data led to a hypothesis that the
Cys186 and Cys209 residues exist in reduced thiol form in
cryptic TF and decryption involves the formation of the
disulphide. It had been suggested that the formation of
Cys186-Cys209 disulphide bond changes the conformation of
TF that facilitates the binding of substrates FIX and FX.56
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Fig. 2 Sphingomyelinase-mediated tissue factor (TF) decryption. The presence of a high molar concentration of sphingomyelin (SM) in the outer leaﬂet of
the plasma membrane inhibits TF pro-coagulant activity on the cell surface, thus maintaining TF in an encrypted state in resting cells. Cell activation, such as
adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-induced signalling pathway via P27 receptor (P27R) or the inﬂammatory mediators-induced signalling pathways would
lead to the translocation of acid-sphingomyelinase (ASM) from intracellular compartments to the outer leaﬂet. ASM hydrolyzes SM in the outer leaﬂet, which
removes the SM’s inhibitory effect on TF and thus resulting in increased TF pro-coagulant activity.

Mutagenesis of Cys186 and Cys209 residues, which prevents
the formation of a Cys186-Cys209 disulphide bond, severely
impaired TF PCA in several cell types, and this was taken as
compelling evidence in supporting the above hypothesis.79–82
However, low expression of the mutants at the cell surface and
their ability to be activated by ionomycin, to a similar fold to
that of wild-type TF, suggested that severe impairment in TF
PCA associated with Cys186 and Cys209 mutation may reﬂect
the impaired TF synthesis, folding or membrane trafﬁcking
rather than just failure to form allosteric disulphide bond.83
However, baby hamster kidney cell transfectants expressing
similar levels of TF-Cys209 mutant as of wild-type TF showed a
complete loss of TF coagulant function, ruling out the above
possibility.82 Similar data were also obtained with stable
transfectants of murine TF Cys190 and Cys213 mutants (corresponding to Cys186 and Cys209 residues, respectively, in human
TF), which expressed equal levels of surface TF as of wild-type
TF. Both single and double Cys to Ala replacements showed a
severe reduction in TF PCA.84
Recently, MD simulations were used to understand how the
Cys186-Cys209 disulphide bonding could inﬂuence TF–FVIIa
coagulant activity.85,86 Simulations of wild-type and TF
mutants showed no signiﬁcant global structural changes in
Thrombosis and Haemostasis
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TF upon ablation of the allosteric disulphide bond, but there
were local changes right in the vicinity of the respective
mutation.85 Based on the MD simulations, it was suggested
that FVII binding to TF involved direct detection of the disulphide instead of disulphide-dependent structural changes
elsewhere in TF.85 In a recent study, Prasad et al performed MD
simulations of both oxidized and reduced (Cys186-Cys209) forms
of membrane-bound TF and TF–FVIIa complex to address how
the allosteric disulphide modulate TF structure.86 Their simulation data showed that the Cys186-Cys209 bond is responsible
for maintaining the integrity and conformation of both free TF
and TF–FVIIa. The data also showed that the allosteric disulphide bond enhances FVIIa binding to TF and modulates the
structure of FVIIa in the complex. In addition, the presence of
the disulphide bond allows more number of TF residues to
interact with lipid.86 Biochemical studies using puriﬁed placenta TF showed that reduction of the allosteric disulphide
bond in TF did not affect TF binding to FVIIa but resulted in a
complete loss of TF co-factor function.87 Although there is a
discrepancy between MD simulation and functional data on
the role of allosteric disulphide bond on FVIIa recognition, both
the datasets support the hypothesis that Cys186-Cys209 bond
plays a critical role in regulating TF coagulant activity.
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Fig. 3 Mechanisms of protein disulphide isomerase (PDI)-mediated tissue factor (TF) decryption. (A) Cryptic TF contains free thiols. Cell
activation by adenosine triphosphate (ATP) or other mediators results in the secretion of PDI and/or facilitates cell surface-associated PDIdependent thiol-disulphide exchange reactions that lead to the formation of Cys 186-Cys209 disulphide bond. The formation of Cys 186-Cys209
disulphide bond results in a conformational change in TF–factor VIIa (FVIIa), favouring its interaction with factor X. (B) PDI, through its
oxidoreductase activity, also modulates phosphatidylserine (PS) dynamics at the cell surface. Inhibition of PDI at the cell surface in endothelial
cells was shown to inhibit the ﬂippase and activate the ﬂoppase that results in the externalization of PS. PDI-dependent thiol-disulphide exchange
reactions could also externalize PS. PDI-dependent thiol-disulphide exchange reactions that can switch on/off disulphide bonding in TF and
modulate PS dynamics may closely cooperate in regulating TF pro-coagulant activity.

Role of Protein Disulphide Isomerase in
Regulating TF Activation
Protein disulphide isomerase (PDI) is an oxidoreductase
enzyme found abundantly in the endoplasmic reticulum of
eukaryotic cells where it catalyzes disulphide bond formation between cysteine residues of proteins.88 The presence of
PDI on the surface of cells49,53,79 or secretion from endothelial cells or platelets upon activation have been reported.80,89
Ahamed et al showed that PDI associated with the extracellular domain of TF on the surface of HaCat keratinocytes

was responsible for maintaining TF in a low pro-coagulant
state.79 Treatment of the cells with HgCl2 dissociated PDI
from TF and induced TF activation.
In vivo studies of Reinhardt et al80 showed that PDI was
released at the injury site from adherent platelets and disrupted vessel wall cells and the inhibition of PDI decreased TFtriggered ﬁbrin generation in various in vivo murine models of
thrombus formation. This study also showed that cysteine 209
residue of TF constitutively existed in a glutathionylated form
which maintains TF in cryptic form and that PDI converts
cysteines from the glutathionylated to disulphide state.80
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Furthermore, both soluble and membrane-anchored TF were
shown to contain free thiols, and the exposure of soluble TF to
recombinant PDI reduced the number of free thiols suggesting
that PDI induces the disulphide bond formation. In parallel
studies, Cho et al90 showed a time-dependent increase of PDI
in murine thrombi following laser injury. Infusion of PDI
inhibitor bacitracin or a function-blocking mAb against PDI
inhibited thrombus formation and ﬁbrin generation. In subsequent studies, this group showed that endothelium-derived
and not platelet-derived PDI contributes to thrombus formation in vivo.89
In addition to regulating TF PCA via disulphide regulatory
switch, PDI can also regulate TF PCA by modulating PS
dynamics (►Fig. 3B). Inhibition of PDI by neutralizing antibodies or gene silencing was shown to enhance TF activity in
EA.hy926 endothelial cells.91 This study showed that inhibition of PDI decreased the ﬂippase activity and enhanced the
ﬂoppase activity.91 Our recent studies provide further support
for the role of thiol exchange pathways in the regulation of PS
externalization. These studies showed that phenylarsine
oxide, which blocks free thiols, signiﬁcantly attenuated the
HNE-induced TF activation.49 However, inhibition of PDI with
speciﬁc inhibitors did not affect the HNE-induced TF activation. It is possible that in addition to PDI, other thiol-disulphide
exchange reactions may also play a role in TF decryption by
regulating the externalization of PS at the cell surface.
It is possible that both PDI-dependent and PDI-independent thiol-disulphide exchange reactions could contribute to
TF activation. Stimulation of the purinergic receptor P27R
by its ligand ATP was shown to induce TF activation and
generation of TFþ MV from macrophages and smooth muscle
cells.54 Blockade of the free thiols by 5,5-dithio-bis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB), a thiol alkylator, was found to inhibit
the ATP-induced cellular TF decryption. Both DTNB and PDI
antibody (RL-90) inhibited TF decryption, the release of TFþ
MV and pro-thrombotic activity of the MV. However, DTNB,
and not RL90, was found to inhibit the PS externalization
upon ATP stimulation. These contrasting observations led to
a conclusion that PS exposure alone was not sufﬁcient for TF
activation, the release of MV and they require PDI-dependent
thiol-disulphide exchange reactions.54
The above conclusion is supported in further studies where
Langer et al showed that anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG)induced complement activation results in rapid activation of
TF on monocytic cells more potently than any other reported
stimuli that decrypt TF.53 ATG-mediated TF decryption was
shown to be dependent on lipid raft integrity and complement
activation and did not require maximal PS exposure. ATGmediated TF activation depends on intact surface PDI activity
and requires oxidation of PDI downstream of C5 cleavage.
Blockade of the free thiol groups by chemical reagents, PDI
inhibitory antibody or small molecule inhibitors of PDI was
found to inhibit the ATG-induced TF activation implicating that
the decryption process was dependent on PDI. Complement
activation also leads to PS externalization following the C5b-7
membrane insertion. In this context, it had been suggested
that PDI-dependent thiol-disulphide exchanging closely cooperates with extracellular PS to lead maximal activation of TF.18

In a more recent study, Müller-Calleja et al92 found that cofactor-independent anti-phospholipid antibodies (aPLs) also
rapidly activated TF on myelomonocytic cells in a PDI-dependent fashion, but TF activation by aPLs required C3 activation
and not C5. As observed with ATG, aPLs-induced TF activation
appears to be the result of coordinated effects of surfacelocated PDI-mediated thiol-disulphide exchange reactions
and PS externalization.
A recent study from Rothmeier et al provided new insights
into the regulation of TF PCA at the cell surface and cellular
mechanisms of TFþ MV generation. This study showed that TF
cell surface activity on primary macrophages was effectively
controlled by dynamin-mediated receptor internalization.93
Inhibition of dynamin was shown to not only prevent TF
internalization but also to induce the release of TFþ MV. Arf6
recycling pathway, which controls integrin α4β1 function in
macrophages, was shown to regulate the surface availability of
TF. Uncoupling of the TF integrin α4β1 complex from arf6
control following ATP stimulation of P27R was thought to be
responsible for the incorporation of TF into MV. Proteome
analysis of MV suggested that only MV generated from ATP
stimulation, bearing PDI, showed the maturation of TF that
enabled its binding to FVIIa with nanomolar afﬁnity. Although
inhibition of dynamin-dependent internalization also induces
MV containing pro-coagulant PS, they lack PDI and fail to
produce ﬁbrin strands in the ﬂowing blood as it was found
with ATP-generated PDIþ TFþ MV. These studies suggest that
exposure of pro-coagulant phospholipid is not sufﬁcient to
generate pro-thrombotic MV, but also requires PDI-dependent
TF afﬁnity maturation.
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Role of Thioredoxin System in Regulating TF
Activation
In addition to PDI, TrxR/Trx system is also shown to regulate TF
activity in a thiol-dependent manner. Wang et al showed a
reversible association between the Cys73 residue of Trx and
Cys209 residue of TF via a disulphide bond in human serum and
plasma samples.94 The binding of Trx to TF was suggested to
inhibit the interaction of FVIIa with TF and thereby keeping TF
in a low pro-coagulant state. Knockdown of Trx in MDA-MB231
cells was shown to signiﬁcantly increase TF PCA. H2O2-induced
increased cell surface TF activity was suppressed efﬁciently by
elevating cellular TrxR activity via selenium supplementation,
whereas annexin V treatment minimally attenuated H2O2induced TF activation. These data indicate that TrxR/Trx acts as
a negative regulator of TF activity.
A recent study showed that activation of P27R by ATP
uncouples the TrxR/Trx system and activates the inﬂammasome, which leads to the cellular release of reduced Trx and
generation of thiol pathway-dependent pro-coagulant TFþ
MV.95 The reductase function of TrxR was shown to be critically
important in regulating the functions of most of the downstream signalling molecules involved in TFþ MV release upon
P27R activation. In a broad agreement with the above studies,
we recently found that TrxR plays an important role in regulating TF activation. Upon stimulation with HNE, TrxR activity was
completely inhibited, resulting in the inhibition of Trx activity.
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Inhibition of Trx by pharmacological inhibitors resulted in p38
MAPK-dependent externalization of PS leading toTF activation,
the same pathway that is involved in the HNE-induced TF
activation. These data indicate that under oxidative stress,
inhibition of the Trx/TrxR system could also lead to PS-dependent TF activation.
Overall, the existing data support the concept that the
TrxR/Trx system plays a critical role in regulating TF activity,
but the mechanisms by which it controls TF activity are not
entirely clear. The reductive function of TrxR was suggested
to be essential for the secretion of Trx to the extracellular
milieu and to mediate the changes in the thiol groups of the
proteome.95 It is also possible that the TrxR/Trx system could
regulate TF PCA via PDI as it was shown to be a substrate for
TrxR.96 Furthermore, TrxR, by activating disulphide reductase activity of PDI, was shown to reduce disulphide bonds.97

Conclusion
Studies conducted in the past few years have identiﬁed novel
mechanisms of regulation of TF PCA on cell surfaces and
provided additional mechanistic details to existing mechanisms. Although TF encryption/decryption appears to be a
common mechanism by which TF expressing cells control
their pro-coagulant phenotype, the mechanisms of TF encryption and decryption are most likely cell type- and context-
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dependent. Externalization of PS in response to stimuli induces
TF activation in all cell types.12 However, externalization of PS
is not an absolute requirement for TF activation.30 Where PS
externalization contributes toTF activation, it alone may not be
sufﬁcient for full cellular activation of TF.18 Other pathways,
such as PDI-mediated thiol-disulphide exchanges and altered
SM metabolism, also play a critical role in cellular activation of
TF and generation of pro-thrombotic TFþ MV. Emerging evidence indicates that PDI-dependent thiol-disulphide exchange
closely cooperates with extracellular PS in activating TF in
monocytes.18,53,92 Our recent observation30 that showed ATP
stimulation of the purinergic P27R induces the translocation
of ASM to the outer leaﬂet and the ASM-mediated hydrolysis of
SM releases TF from its inhibition from SM, coupled with
earlier observations that ATP-induced activation of TF involves
synergies of PDI and PS,18 suggest that the coordinated effects
of SM hydrolysis, PS externalization and PDI-mediated thioldisulphide exchange pathways are responsible for full cellular
activation of TF (►Fig. 4). However, molecular links among
various pathways of TF decryption are not fully known yet.
MD simulations and mutagenesis studies indicated that a
direct interaction between PS head groups and TF ectodomain
alters the conformation of TF to allow optimal presentation of
TF exosite regions to its protein substrates.34 Although a few
select TF residues that are implicated in interacting with PS
were found to contribute to basal TF PCA of unperturbed cells,

Fig. 4 A coordinated mechanism of tissue factor (TF) activation. In resting cells, TF is maintained in an encrypted state by the presence of abundant
sphingomyelin (SM) in the outer leaﬂet, sequestration of phosphatidylserine (PS) to the inner leaﬂet and TF with a reduced Cys186-Cys209 allosteric disulphide
bond or a mixed disulphide bond. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) activation of the P27 receptor (P27R) or other cell stimulus induces cell signalling that
mobilizes acid-sphingomyelinase (ASM) from lysosomal compartment to the outer leaﬂet of the plasma membrane. Breakdown of SM by ASM releases TF
from the SM-mediated encryption and alters membrane structure and ﬂuidity leading to PS externalization and plasma membrane blebbing and shedding.
ATP activation of the P27R also results in PS externalization and protein disulphide isomerase (PDI)-dependent thiol-disulphide exchange at the cell surface
that results in the formation of Cys186-Cys209 disulphide bond inTF and alters TF conformation more favourable to the substrate binding. All events may work
coordinately to fully activate TF at the cell surface and the release of TFþ MV.
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PS-dependent decryption of TF was largely independent of this
putative interaction.44 Therefore, the question of how PS
contributes to TF decryption remains to be answered.
Most of our studies on the role of phospholipids in TF
encryption and decryption were limited to the role of PS. We
need to expand the studies to investigate the possible role of
other membrane phospholipids in the regulation of TF PCA.
Our recent studies that demonstrate SM in the outer leaﬂet of
the membrane plays a critical role in maintaining TF in an
encrypted state, and the hydrolysis of SM leads to TF decryption30 open new avenues of research in this direction. It will
be interesting to investigate whether SM head groups interact directly with TF ectodomain to keep TF in cryptic conformation. The molecular simulation may become a valuable
tool in exploring the roles of membrane lipids in TF encryption and decryption.
A recent analysis of the role of thiol groups in regulating
TF activity yielded new insights into the role of PDI and TrxR/
Trx systems in controlling TF activity. PDI was not only found
to regulate TF encryption and decryption at the cell surface
but also showed to promote the afﬁnity of TF towards FVIIa
on MV.93 PDI and thiol pathways appear to control both
critical determinants of TF activation, that is, Cys186-Cys209
disulphide bonding79,80 and externalization of PS to the
outer leaﬂet.49,91 The Trx system, owing to its oxidoreductase activities and cell signalling properties, has also
emerged as yet another important candidate that regulates
TF PCA. It has been implicated in regulating extracellular
thiol proteome that is necessary for TF activation and TFþ MV
release. The TrxR/Trx system is also found to regulate TF
activity by regulating the externalization of PS49 or by
forming mixed disulphide bonding with TF.94
Finally, many components and pathways that inﬂuence TF
PCA in cells have been identiﬁed. The challenge for future
research is to identify molecular links among these pathways
and determine their role in regulating TF activity in vivo
under various pathophysiological settings. Such information
would be useful not only in understanding the pathogenesis
of disease but also helpful in developing targeted therapeutic
approaches in controlling bleeding disorders and thrombotic
events by switching on and off TF PCA at will.
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